Introducing AppliedVR
The VR headset is a tool to enhance a patient’s experience
and make them as comfortable and relaxed as possible
while at your center. Ask your patient if they would like to try
the headset to experience a 3D video to help take their
mind off their anxiety or pain and put them at ease.
Virtual Reality is a completely safe, non-invasive experience
designed for all ages. Patients who have used it have said it
was effective in helping them feel more relaxed. Patients
can remove the headset at any time.

HOW TO ADMINISTER APPLIEDVR TREATMENT
placing the headset on your patient’s head, point
your patient with the information sheet that lists risks
1 Provide
5 Before
out the focus dial located on the top of the headset and
and benefits.
volume button on the right side to adjust as needed.
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Turn on the mobile phone by holding down the button on
the right side until it vibrates and powers on. Plug in the
headphones at the base of the phone.
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Click on the AppliedVR application on the home screen.
Select an experience from the menu. Follow the prompt:
“To open this application, insert your device into your Gear
VR.”

the screen facing the headset, insert the phone in the
4 With
headset using the
Accessory Interface
Connector. Press the
phone into the
headset until the
lock clicks. Make
sure the phone is
securely fastened.

your patient has the hygienic
6 Ensure
hair cap on and place the headset on
your patient’s head. You can adjust the
fit using the Velcro straps on either side
and top of the headset. Then place the
headphones on your patient.
the back button
on the right side of the
7 Press
headset to reorient the experience. The app may take a
few seconds to load. If your patient changes positions,
press the back button again to re-center their view.
Note: If the application does not load, remove the phone
and reinsert the phone in the headset to ensure the
phone is plugged in correctly.
use, remove the phone from the headset by
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releasing the latch opposite the Connector to avoid
draining the phone battery.

If patient reports motion sickness, claustrophobia or vertigo, please discontinue use of headset.

BETWEEN PATIENT USES
Gear VR headset is fitted with the disposable hygienic
1 The
liner. Remove the liner and dispose.
the darker, black side of a new
2 Place
liner on the Velcro part of the headset.
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Completely wipe down the headset (plastic
housing, lenses, straps, phone, headphones) using a
Sani-wipe. Let sit for at least 2 minutes before next
use.

Please contact AppliedVR at 844-857-0010 if you have any other questions or need assistance.

